Japanese Sentence Processing
the role of punctuation in processing relative-clause ... - analyze the sentence structures correctly and
quickly. due to their verb-final sentence structure, japanese sentences often remain structurally ambiguous
until the sentence- clause boundary was incrementally established when the or clause-final verb, a fact that
seems to make online sentence processing difficult. the interaction of morphosyntactic and semantic
processing ... - the interaction of morphosyntactic and semantic processing in japanese sentence
comprehension 47 for a word that establishes a new reference in a discourse, an ironic word in a given
situation or a grammatical sentence that incorrectly describes a picture (burkhardt, 2005, 2006; ragel, gunter
and friederici, 2011; vissers et al., 2008). priority information used for the processing of japanese ... priority information used for the processing of japanese sentences: thematic roles, case particles or
grammatical functions? katsuo tamaoka,1,6 hiromu sakai, 2jun-ichiro kawahara, yayoi miyaoka,3 hyunjung
lim,4 and masatoshi koizumi5 the present study investigated scrambling effects on the processing of japanese
sentences and processing relative clauses in japanese - ishizuka, processing relative clauses in japanese
137 dlt discourse processing cost (the cost associated with accessing or constructing the discourse structure
for the maximal projection of the input word head h2) 1 energy unit (eu) is consumed if h2 is the head of a new
discourse referent; 0eus otherwise. an erp study of the processing of subject and object ... - pronoun, it
is the head noun that functions as the filler in word-by-word sentence processing in japanese. an important
consequence of these differences between japanese and english is that the gap precedes the head noun filler
in japanese, while the gap follows the relative pronoun filler in english. when translation makes the
difference: sentence processing ... - when translation makes the difference: sentence processing in
reading and translation pedro macizo and m. teresa bajo* university of granada (spain) in two experiments we
compared normal reading and reading for translation of object relative sentences presented word-by-word. in
experiment 1, an erp study of the processing of subject and object ... - filler in word-by-word sentence
processing in japanese. an important consequence of these differences between japanese and english is that
the gap precedes the head noun filler in japanese, while the gap follows the relative pronoun filler in english.
as will be discussed later, this word order resolution of verb ellipsis in japanese sentence ... - resolution
of verb ellipsis in japanese sentence usingsurfaceexpressions and examples masaki murata, makoto nagao ...
and dialogue processing. therefore, ... cover omitted verbs by using surface expressions and examples. in
short, (1) when the referent of a verb ellipsis is in the context, we use surface ... processing filler-gap
dependencies in a head-final language - processing filler-gap dependencies in a head-final language
introduction in this article we use cross-language evidence to investigate the mechanisms that underlie the
formation of long-distance dependencies in sentence comprehension, with a focus on the japanese
counterparts of so-called ‘filler-gap’ dependencies in wh-questions. after ... beginning japanese for
professionals: book 1 - pdxscholar - beginning japanese for professionals: book 1 emiko konomi portland
state university 2015 ... 1-1-3 sentence particles ka, ne(e) 1-1-4 adverbs dialogue 2 1-2-1 noun + verb ...
affects audio processing so much that it may interfere with accurately perceiving the audio input. you should
refer a syntactic analysis method of long japanese sentences ... - sentence by checking parallelism of
two series of words and then analyzes the dependency structure of the sentence with the help of the
information about the conjunctive structures. analysis of long sentences is one of the most difficult problems in
natural language processing. the main reason for the syntactic processing of particles in japanese
spoken ... - 2 the type hierarchy of japanese particles japanese noun phrases can be modified by more than
one particle at a time. there are many examples in our data where two or three particles occur sequentially. on
the one hand, this phenomenon must be accounted for in order to attain a correct processing of the data.
event-related brain indices of japanese scrambling mieko ... - erp indices of japanese scrambling 3
event-related brain indices of japanese scrambling introduction japanese is a language with sov (subject-objectverb) word order: canonically, the subject and then the object(s) precede the verb, which always appears
clause-finally. however, sentence comprehension of event structure in english and ... - sources of
temporal cues in sentence processing. experiment 1 examined english processing in cases of mismatch
between lexical and grammatical aspect. experiments 2, 3, 4, and 5 tested english and japanese to identify
whether the higher processing cost of imperfective over perfective sentences comes from event durativity or
grammatical aspect. the role of pitch range reset in korean sentence processing - the role of pitch
range reset in korean sentence processing 35 figure 2. the schematic configurations of pitch range reset
(indicated by the dotted lines) that differ in their role in marking
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